
2010 A SPACE ODESSAY

The Year We Make Contact is a science fiction film written, produced It is a sequel to Stanley Kubrick's film A Space
Odyssey (), and is.

Maxim Brailovsky. I recommend this book with the above-mentioned reservations. Floyd's deceased first
wife, Marion, is said to have borne him two daughters. The debris from every probe falls to the surface of the
planet, and the debris from some of the first ships to be destroyed is venerated by the Europans. There were
times when I almost wanted to cover my ears. What they discover is a project of cosmic proportions. The
greatest danger faced by filmmakers helming a sequel is that a bad installment will in some way sour the
experience of watching the previous movie. The film's equivalent character, who likewise shelters with Floyd,
is there named as Irina Yakunina, the same namesake as the book's replaced character, who in the book does
not actually join the Leonov's voyage, due to a hang gliding accident. Once we've drawn our lines, once we've
made it absolutely clear that "" continues to stand absolutely alone as one of the greatest movies ever made,
once we have freed "" of the comparisons with Kubrick's masterpiece, what we are left with is a good-looking,
sharp-edged, entertaining, exciting space opera -- a superior film of the Star Trek genre. They must all be
considered as variations on the same theme, involving many of the same characters and situations, but not
necessarily happening in the same universe. The Leonov spacecraft, as well as several of its interior crew areas
and other elements of the spacecraft's advanced technology, were designed by the noted conceptual artist Syd
Mead. However, in appreciation for HAL's help, Bowman has the aliens which control the monoliths remove
HAL's artificial intelligence from Discovery's computer core and transform him into the same kind of life form
as David Bowman, and become his companion. Who he really was. HAL's telescope observations reveal that
the "Great Black Spot" is, in fact, a vast population of monoliths, increasing at an exponential rate, which
appear to be eating the planet. HAL also re-appears as a major character. Walter Curnow: gregarious
American engineer and expert on Discovery's systems, Curnow develops a friendship with the Leonov's
"Max", Dr. Since neither ship could reach Earth with an early departure, they work together using the
Discovery as a booster rocket for the Leonov, though it will mean the destruction of the Discovery and HAL's
destruction. Heywood Floyd: The protagonist, Floyd must embark on an odyssey to Jupiter with American
colleagues aboard a Soviet ship, the Leonov, to revive Discovery. Epilogue[ edit ] The book ends with a brief
epilogue, which takes place in AD 20, The Soviets have an advanced new " Sakharov " drive which will
propel them to Jupiter ahead of the American Discovery Two, so Floyd is assigned to the Leonov crew. This
incident only occurred in the film. Curnow reactivates the ship and Chandra restarts HAL, who had been
deactivated by Bowman before he disappeared. And yet we live in a most practical time, and they say every
decade gets the movies it deserves. The second half of the novel A Space Odyssey takes place around Saturn,
with the Monolith embedded in the surface of the Saturnian moon Iapetus. Early in the production of The Year
We Make Contact, Hyams had learned that all of the original large spacecraft models from "", including the
original foot model of the Discovery One, had been destroyed following the filming, as ordered by Kubrick, as
had all of the original model-makers' designs for building the Discovery One. In the novel's opening scene,
Moisevitch and Floyd present the exposition of the joint Soviet-American mission, against the backdrop of the
Arecibo telescope; the film approximates this opening scene, instead using the Very Large Array as its setting.
Go do it. This time around, however, the American spacecraft Discovery Two is planned to investigate what
exactly happened to HAL and the crew of the original Discovery.


